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Kurt Mehlhorn, Konstantinos Panagiotouand Reto Spöhel WS 2010-11Models of Computation, an Algorithmi PerspetiveAssignment 11 Tue 11.1.2011This assignment is due on January 19/21 in your respetive tutorial groups. You are allowed(even enouraged) to disuss these problems with your fellow lassmates. All submitted work,however, must be written individually without onsulting someone else's solutions or any othersoure like the web.Exerise 1 We study matrix multipliation.The standard way to store matries is row-major order, i.e., a matrix A of size n by n is storedas the sequene A1,1, . . . A1,n, A2,1, . . . , A2,n, . . . .How many I/Os are required for matrix multipliation, when matries are stored in row-majororder?How many I/Os are required for a matrix produt AB, when A is stored in row-major orderand B is stored in olumn-major order?Exerise 2 Show that one an transpose a N by N matrix with sort(N2) IOs. Show that onean transform row-major layout into olumn-major layout with sort(N2) IOs.Exerise 3 Blok Layout of Matries) Divide A into square submatries of size √

M ×
√
M .Store the elements in eah submatrix ontiguouslyVisualize the layout for a 8 by 8 matrix that is split into submatries of size 2 by 2, i.e., drawa 8 by 8 grid and number the grid ells in the order in whih they appear in the layout.What is the IO-omplexity of matrix multipliation when matries are stored in blok layout?How does this ompare to the bound obtained in the �rst exerise?Exerise 4 (Reursive Layout of Matries) Split a matrix A into four matries A1,1, A1,2, A2,1,

A2,2. Store A as A1,1 followed by A1,2 followed by . . . . Use the same tehnique reursively onthe submatries.



Visualize the layout for a 8 by 8 matrix.What is the IO-omplexity of matrix multipliation when matries are stored in blok layout?Does the algorithm need to know M?How does this ompare to the bounds obtained in the two preeding exerises?Exerise 5 Redo the preeding exerise for Strassen matrix multipliation.Exerise 6 Work through the following lower bound proof.A Lower Bound We prove a lower bound of Ω( n
M1/2B

) IOs under the following assumption.Eah array element is assoiated to a storage loation. For eah triple (i, j, k), 1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ n,it is neessary that Ai,j and Bj,k and Ci,k are simultaneously in main memory.Observe that the model is quite restritive, e.g., Strassen matrix multipliation is not overedby the model.We start with a ombinatorial lemma.Lemma 1. An undireted graph with m edges ontains at most 4m3/2 triangles, i.e., triples
(u, v, w) of distint verties suh that uv, vw and uw are edges of G.Proof. For eah triangle T , we will distribute a harge of 1 over the edges of G. Then we willupper bound the total harge.We identify the verties with the integers 1 to n. For eah triangle t, let u(T ) be the smallestvertex of the triangle.Consider a �xed vertex u and onsider the triangles T with u = u(T ). If the degree of u is atmost √m, we harge 1/2 to eah edge of T inident to u. If the degree of u is more that √m,we harge 1/

√
m to eah edge inident to u.Consider now an edge e = vw. How muh is harged to it? We estimate the harge due toendpoint v. If the degree of v is at most √m then e piks up no harge of the seond kind andat most √

m/2 harge of the �rst kind, beause there are at most √
m hoies for the otheredge in the triangle inident to v. If the degree of v is more than √

m then e piks up no hargeof the �rst kind and at most m/
√
m harge of the seond kind beause there are at most mhoies for the triangle edge not inident to v. Thus the total harge to e beause of endpoint

v is at most 2√m.The total harge to all edges is at most 4m3/2.Theorem 1. In the model de�ned above, the IO-omplexity of matrix multipliation is at least
Ω(n3/(M1/2B).Proof. We partition exeution into slies of M/B IOs. In a slie, we an read/write at most Marray elements. Thus at most 2M array elements �meet� during a slie, namely the M elementsthat were in memory at the beginning of the slide plus the up to M elements that were read



in the slie. The 2M array elements an form at most 4 · (2M)3/2 triangles. Sine we need toform n3 triangles, there must be at least
Ω

(

n3

M3/2

)slies.Exerise 7 Develop an external memory algorithm to �nd onneted omponents of a graph.Start from the PRAM-algorithm presented in lass.


